ANNUAL REPORT 2017-18

The year was hard on the organization as Fund raising was zero and so ACT had to make a
compromise to keep its programmes running. We had to let go of our rented place and shift to a
Government school and focus all our activities on it. So the year 2017-18 saw ACT focus only
on Education & Waste Recycling Activities.
Swachhta Pakhwada – AWARENESS ON CLEANLINESS : Awareness on Cleanliness
needed to be imparted to the Government School Children . Drawing Competetion was
conducted with the School children after and education session . The topic for this event was
Swach School , Swach Mohalla and Swach Ghar. The children were very enthusiastic and
came up with beautiful pics . Out of these three were selected and awarded.

Out of this only three best drawings were selected for the prize. These are given below .

2nd Prize

1st Prize

3rd Prize.
JOYFUL LEARNING ACTIVITIES :
“Education is what is left behind after
the textbooks have been forgotten”.
If this is indeed so, then lets embark on
the journey of making education a
joyful experience.”
To
facilitate
this
“Action
in
Community and Training” working in
the Govt. Middle school Lakkarpur
Village
organised Joyful learning
experience for the students in this
school.

Digital Literacy : ( class 8 students ) The
enchanting world of digitisation is still
untouched by these poor children. It
remains a curiosity for them as what does
this big box do . Theoritically they were
aware of
it but practically they needed the experience
to familiarise with it. We do our bit to
empower them atleast in getting connected
through the world of e-mail and browsing
the internet.
Music and Rhythm : ( class 7 students ) Children love to sing and dance but the humdrum of
modern education system has just taken away all their pleasure. Lets get that Music and rhythm
back into their lives and impart learning through this new way .

Creative Learning : (Class 6
students) The brain responds well
when it is into doing and create
things. The list of what students can
create across the curriculum is
virtually limitless. Art and craft
activities will touch upon the
creative nature of the students to
enhance their horizons in practical
work.

Story Telling Sessions: (class 5
students) Everyone loves a good
story. All students enjoy a good
story and never forget the values
taught through these stories .
Gone are the days when a granny
used to tell the stories to the
children . Lets bring back that
charm and fun in the lives of these
children through Story telling
learning.

Action in Community and Training arranged
for the volunteers to conduct these activities
with the mentioned classes of students on
the said days. With co-operation of
Volunteers along with the teachers we were
able to facilitate these activities effectively .

WASTE TO LIVELIHOODS : Though the UNDP funding had come to a close but we could
keep the project alive by marketing the products made from the recycled paper made at our
centre . Conference folders and note books along with Name tags and pen constituted the
conference Kit. Our clients for this have been National Institute for Urban Affairs, National
Foundation of India

